
Dream Yoga and Astral Travel
Lecture 9: Overcoming Obstacles to Astral Projection



Obstacles to Astral Projection

There exist two primary obstacles to astral projection:

1. A lack of effective methods

2. Our own mind

"Before anything else, comprehend that in order to consciously
travel in the astral body, the process of thinking is an obstacle. […]

"We have given many clues in order to consciously travel with the
astral body, so thousands of students have learned to travel in their
astral body. However, we have seen in practice that those people
who cannot quiet the mind, not even for an instant, who are
accustomed to hopping from school to school, from lodge to
lodge, always inquiring, always preoccupied, are not able to
consciously astral travel."

—Samael Aun Weor, The Aquarian Message



Litelantes and Simplicity

In practice, we have been able to prove that people who 
are very intellectual, full of bookish culture (the library 

book worms), do not manage to go out at will in the 
astral body. On the other hand, people who are very 

simple, humble peasants, poor servants of families can 
do so perfectly. This has made us think a great deal 

about the matter and we have carefully investigated the 
problem. The fact is that travel in the astral body is not 

something intellectual. Rather, astral travel is more 
aligned to the sentiment and to superior emotion. 

These qualities are related to the heart and not to the 
brain. The intellectual polarizes himself in the brain in an 

exaggerated fashion, and abandons, in fact, the world 
of the heart. The result of his lack of equilibrium is the 

loss of the psychic powers of the soul.

—Samael Aun Weor, 

The Perfect Matrimony, “The Flying Serpent”



Balancing Mental and
Spiritual Faculties

Unfortunately, a faculty cannot be 
acquired without the loss of 

another. Whosoever wants to develop 
the intellect does it at the expense of the 
psychic faculties. This problem is serious, 

because we can in no way approve 
ignorance and illiteracy. It is logical that 

an intellectual culture is necessary. 
Ignorance leads to very serious errors.

—Samael Aun Weor, The Perfect 
Matrimony, “The Flying Serpent”



Blavatsky and 
Illuminated Intellect

We must learn to think with the heart and to feel with the head.

—Samael Aun Weor, Igneous Rose, "Esoteric Discipline of Mind"

Now the interesting thing is to know how to re-conquer the lost 
psychic faculties. A man with a brilliant, illuminated intellect and with 

all his psychic faculties in full activity, is really in fact and by his own 
right, a true illuminated one. The occultist needs to establish perfect 

equilibrium between mind and heart. When the mind has become 
excessively frozen in the brain, leaving at will in the astral body 

becomes completely impossible because there is imbalance. It is 
urgent then that the intellectual occultists re-establish the equilibrium 

between mind and heart. Fortunately, there is a technique to re-
establish the lost equilibrium. This technique is inner meditation.

—Samael Aun Weor, The Perfect Matrimony, “The Flying Serpent”



Dream Yoga 
Discipline

Those candidates who sincerely long for a mystical, direct 
experience must unquestionably begin with the dream yoga 
discipline.

The Gnostic must be very demanding with himself and learn to 
create favorable conditions to remember and understand all 
those inner experiences that always occur during sleep.

—Samael Aun Weor, The Secret Doctrine of Anahuac



Preliminaries



Exercise, Diet, and 
Mood



Home and Environment



Morpheus, Northern Magnetism, 
and Astral Projection Postures



The Lunar 
Influence



Gemini
May 21st

to June 20th



Ethical Prerequisites 
for Astral Travel

If you faithfully practice each one of the 
exercises that we have taught in order, for 
at least six consecutive days, you will soon 

project yourself within your astral body, 
this is if you are a respectable person, that 
you neither abuse of liquors nor tobacco, 

that you do not propagate gossip, that 
you do not enjoy making fun of your 
neighbors, that you love and respect 

every living being. 

—Samael Aun Weor, Aztec Christic Magic



Tips for Astral 
Projection

• Rehearse the practice for 10 
minutes beforehand

• Do not fear being unable to go to 
sleep. Practice whole-heartedly.

• Slowly train the body to adopt a 
posture.

• Deepen relaxation. Do not force 
the process. Let it happen.



Tips for Astral 
Projection

• Gradually increase practice 
length from 10 minutes.

• Conscious efforts, not mental 
exertion.

• Practice consistently and with 
dedication.

• Enjoy the exercise and the results 
of your practice.



Tips for Astral 
Projection

• Maintain equanimity and 
dispassion.

• Develop concentration and 
visualization. 

• Adopt a prayerful attitude.

• Take a comfortable position 
when ready to sleep.



Intermittent Sleep

Perform the prayer at the  
declining of the sun till the 

darkening of the night. 
And the recitation at 

dawn—truly the recitation 
at dawn is ever witnessed! 
And keep vigil in prayer for 

part of the night, as a 
supererogatory act for 
thee. It may be that thy 

Lord will resurrect thee in 
a praiseworthy station. 

—Qur’an 17:78-79



Elementotherapy
Nature's Royal Art



Angel’s Trumpet
Every angel’s trumpet tree has its corresponding elemental, which has to be utilized by those who wish 
to consciously depart in their astral body. […]

With a branch that I took from the same tree, I would trace a very wide circle on the ground around it. I 
would then crush the tree’s flowers and dab the pressed juice from it over the head of the disciple.

Then, while lying on his bed, the disciple would fall asleep; I then commanded the elemental to take that 
disciple out of his physical body. These commands were accompanied by the mantra of this tree, which is 
“KAM,” and must be pronounced by prolonging the sound of the two last letters... You must imperiously 
command the elemental like this, “When I call you, you will always assist me. I need you to take me out in 
my astral body every time that I command you to do so.”

Afterward, the disciple will pierce a finger of his hand with a needle and with a knife he will make an 
incision on the tree where he will deposit his blood. In this way, the pact with the genie of this angel’s 
trumpet tree will be formalized.

“Write with blood, thus, you will learn that blood is spirit.” —Nietzsche

“Blood. Blood is a very special fluid.” —Goethe

—Samael Aun Weor, Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic, “Magic of the Angel’s Trumpet”



Angel’s Trumpet
Then, the disciple will cut some hair from his head and will hang it from the flowers of the tree and will 
place them within a little bag and hang it around his neck like a talisman. Hence, from that moment on, 
the disciple has under his service this humble elemental, who will always assist to his call.

When the disciple wants to consciously depart in his astral body, he goes to sleep on his bed and 
pronounces the mantra of this tree. His mind needs to be concentrating on this elemental genie, calling 
him mentally and begging him to take him out in his astral body. In the state of transition between vigil 
and dreaming, the elemental of the angel’s trumpet tree will take him out of his physical body and will 
take him consciously to the places longed for.

Anytime the disciple can visit this tree he must do so in order to water it, bless it and to cut its flowers, 
which he will utilize whenever he wishes to do so… these flowers must be crushed with a stone, then their 
juice is extracted and applied over the head in order to depart in the astral body. It is beneficial to warn 
that the application of this juice is performed at the time when the disciple will lay down to bed, when he 
is going to sleep.

—Samael Aun Weor, Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic, “Magic of the Angel’s Trumpet”



The Problems of Peyote

1. Authentic peyote

2. Dosing

3. Discriminating authentic 
indigenous masters

4. Meditation

5. Chastity

6. Sanctity

7. Sacred spaces and temples

8. Elemental magic is internal

9. Knowing when to use peyote

10. Comprehending divine will

11. Frequency of use

12. Abuse after knowing 
prerequisites

13. Illegal in many countries



The Problems of Peyote

In Mexico, the Aztecs used the buttons 
of peyote to astrally depart. Such a 

cactus is very abundant in Chihuahua; 
unfortunately, the peyote that is known 

in the valley of Mexico does not serve for 
this purpose. Whosoever wants to obtain 

the true peyote has to search for it 
among the native Tarahumaras in the 

mountain range of Chihuahua; 
moreover, they have to learn how to 

dose it. Those native Indians are the only 
ones who can teach how to administer 
that cactus. Many people have wasted 

their time with the peyote of the valley of 
Mexico; the people who have obtained 

this cactus in the north of Mexico did not 
achieve anything, because they do not 
know how to use it. This is the difficult 

problem of peyote. 

—Samael Aun Weor, Aztec Christic Magic, 
“The Sephirah Hod”

“Peyote is not found in the countries of 
South America or Central America. It is 

only found in Mexico, and with difficulty.” 
—Samael Aun Weor, “Questions About 

the Path”



The Problems of Peyote

The elemental of peyote cooperates, yes, 
with meditation, it does not create any 
kind of tendencies. Yet, the elemental is 
very demanding: it demands chastity. In 
no way will peyote help, for instance, the 
indecent, lustful ones. It has rules. Master 

Huiracocha talked about peyote. He 
narrated how the Master Rassinchi, inside 

the Temple of Chapultepec, 
used peyote in order to cause an astral 

projection. This is the only recommended 
plant with the condition of not abusing of 
it, since this is only for the K. H. [Kosmic

Humans]. A student who wanted to use it 
for the third time, after receiving several 
instructions, was called to order by the 

lords of karma, and was prohibited from 
continuing with it; to be more precise, he 

was abusing it. Therefore, peyote’s 
elemental is useful, but one needs to 

know the proper procedures, and do not 
ever abuse it... The secret is to know how 

to meditate. The elemental cooperates 
with the one who knows how to meditate. 
The elemental really helps, but since it is 

illegal in some countries, of course we 
cannot in anyway recommend it. 

—Samael Aun Weor, “Questions About 
the Path”



"We do not recommend the use of this marvelous cactus... Indeed, what we recommend is practice, 
much practice, and soon you will act and travel within the Astral Body." 

—Samael Aun Weor, Aztec Christic Magic



Concentration / Visualization of the Heart



Exercises

1. Throughout the day, develop self-observation.

2. Each day, for at least 10-20 minutes, develop meditative 
concentration through visualization of your heart.

3. Fall asleep concentrating upon and visualizing your heart.

4. Continue your spiritual diary. 

https://glorian.org/connect/blog/spiritual-diary-a-daily-record-of-observed-facts

